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RANK ZERO AND RANK ONE SETS OF HARMONIC MAPS* 

QING HANt AND FANGHUA LIN* 

Introduction. In this paper we study the sets of rank one and rank zero for har- 
monic maps between two Riemannian manifolds. The rank one sets are generalizations 
of nonsingular nodal sets of harmonic functions, while the rank zero sets are gener- 
alizations of critical sets, or more specific, critical nodal sets, of harmonic functions. 
Nodal sets and critical nodal sets are studied intensively for harmonic functions, or in 
general, solutions of general elliptic equations of the second order. In [22], Lin derived 
an optimal bound for the geometric measure of nodal sets for analytic solutions in 
terms their frequency. A less optimal bound was obtained for nonanalytic solutions 
in [19] by Hardt and Simon. In the same paper, Hardt and Simon proved that for 
classical solutions with relatively high order derivatives critical nodal sets are count- 
able unions of subsets of correspondingly smooth (n — 2)-dimensional submanifolds. 
Thus, they are countably (n — 2)-rectifiable. See also [6]. This result was generalized 
to weak solutions in [15]. It is proved that for weak solutions, as long as they do not 
vanish to infinite order, the critical nodal sets are countable unions of subsets of C1 

(n — 2)-dimensional submanifolds. Hence they are also countably (n - 2)-rectifiable. 
Concerning the size of critical nodal sets, R. Hardt and the authors obtained a uniform 
estimate on the measure of critical nodal sets in terms of the frequency of solutions 
in [17]. See also a paper by M. and T. Hoffmann-Ostenhof, N. Nadirashvili and R. 
Hardt [21]. 

In this paper we will generalize those results to rank one and rank zero sets of 
harmonic maps. In [26] Sampson showed that when an open subset is mapped into 
an geodesic by a harmonic map then the whole domain is mapped into the geodesic. 
We will show in this paper that for a given harmonic map either the whole domain 
is mapped into a geodesic or the set of points where the differential has rank one is 
countably (n — l)-rectifiable. In the latter case we also obtain a measure estimate on 
this set. Rank zero sets were first studied by Gromov and Schoen [14] for minimizing 
harmonic maps when the image is in a singular space with the so-called nonpositive 
curvature property. They showed that such sets have codimensions at least two. 
Later on this result was generalized to arbitrary smooth harmonic maps between two 
smooth manifolds by S. Yamada [30]. In this paper we will show that rank zero 
sets of minimizing harmonic maps are countably (n - 2)-rectifiable and have bounded 
(n — 2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Our method is similar to that in [17]. 

The main results are as follows. 

THEOREM A. Suppose (iV, h) is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold and that 
u : Bi —Y N is a smooth harmonic map. Then the rank zero set Tlo(u), the subset 
of Bi where the differential du has rank zero, is countably (n — 2) -rectifiable unless u 
maps the whole Bi to a point in N. Moreover there holds 

nn-2(no(u)nB1/2)<c 
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where the positive constant C depends on the manifold N, the supnorm of the gradient 
of u on Bi and the quantity fB  \u — ui\2 with Ui as the average of u over Bi. 

THEOREM B. Suppose (JV, h) is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold and that 
u : Bi —> N is a minimizing harmonic map. Then the rank zero setTlo(u) is countably 
(n — 2) -rectifiable unless u maps the whole Bi to a point in N. Moreover there holds 

nn-2(no(u)nB1/2)<c 

where the positive constant C depends on the manifold N, the total energy JB \Du\2 

of u on Bi and the quantity fB \u — ui\2 with ui as the average of u over Bi. In 
particular if sing(u) fl B2/3 ^ (j), then C depends only on the manifold N and the total 
energy fB  \Du\2 of u on Bi. 

In both theorems, the smaller the quantity JB \u — Ui\2, the larger the constant 
C. 

Concerning the rank one sets we have the following results. In the next two 
theorems, the quantity J(u) is defined as (5.4) in Section 5. It describes quantitatively 
how harmonic maps differ from geodesic maps. 

THEOREM C. Suppose (N, h) is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold and that 
u : Bi -> iV is a smooth harmonic map. Then the rank one set 1Zi(u), the subset of Bi 
where the differential du has rank one, is countably (n — 1)-rectifiable unless u maps 
the whole Bi to a point or a geodesic in N. Moreover there holds 

nn-1{nl{u)nB1/2)<c 
where the positive constant C depends on the manifold N, the supnorm of the gradient 
of u on Bi and the supnorm of J(u). 

THEOREM D. Suppose (iV, h) is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold and that 
u : Bi —> N is a minimizing harmonic map. Then the rank one set IZi (u) is countably 
(n — 1)-rectifiable unless u maps the whole Bi to a point or a geodesic in N. Moreover 
there holds 

nn-1(n1(u)nB1/2)<c 

where the positive constant C depends on the manifold N, the total energy JB \Du\2 

of u on Bi and the supnorm of J(u) on Bi. In particular if sing(u) fl B2/3 ^ 4>, then 
C depends only on the manifold N and the total energy JB  \Du\2 of u on Bi. 

In both theorems, the smaller the supnorm of J(u) on Bi, the larger the constant 
a 

The proofs of these theorems are similar. We use Theorems A and B for an 
illustration. They consist of three steps. The first step is the decomposition of the 
rank zero sets. We will show that, at almost all points in rank zero sets, the sets 
themselves are approximated by (n — 2)-dimensional hyperplanes and harmonic maps 
are approximated by nonzero homogeneous harmonic polynomials of two variables 
by appropriate rotations. The second step is to show that when harmonic maps are 
approximated by nonzero homogeneous harmonic polynomials of two variables the 
rank zero sets have local measure estimates. This is based on a stability result of the 
splitting of zeroes for holomorphic functions, whose proof requires some knowledge of 
local rings. The last step is to iterate the local estimates obtained in step two. In order 
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to achieve this we need to work in a class of smooth or minimizing harmonic maps 
which satisfies some nice compactness property. Because different compact classes are 
defined for smooth harmonic maps and minimizing harmonic maps, iteration processes 
are quite different. The discussion for minimizing harmonic maps is more complicated. 
In fact it requires the result established for smooth harmonic maps. 

The paper consists of five sections. In the first section we discuss the geometric 
structure of rank zero sets. We will prove a stratification result which plays an impor- 
tant role in the subsequent sections. In the second section we will discuss the measure 
estimates of rank zero sets of smooth harmonic maps. Minimizing harmonic maps will 
be discussed in the third section. In the fourth section we will prove a stability lemma 
which is needed in sections two and three. In the last section we discuss the rank one 
sets. It is similar to that for rank zero sets. So the discussion is brief. 

A major portion of the work in this paper was done while the first author was 
visiting Courant Institute. He would like to thank the Courant Institute for its hos- 
pitality. He would also like to thank the Slaon Foundation for the partial support. 

1. Geometric Structure of Rank Zero Sets. First we assume that Bi is the 
unit ball in Rn, n > 2, endowed with a Riemannian metric g. Throughout this paper 
we always assume that g is the standard Euclidean metric. The general case can be 
discussed in a similar fashion. We further assume that (iV, h) is a smooth compact 
Riemannian manifold of the dimension m > 2, which by Nash's isometric embedding 
theorem, we assume is isometrically embedded in some Euclidean space Rk. We 
consider maps u of Bi into AT; such maps will be thought of as maps u = (n1, • • • ,uk) : 
Bi ->> Rk with the additional property that u(Bi) C N. If u is nonsmooth it is 
understood as u(x) G N for a.e. x E Bi. if1 (Bi,iV) will denote the set of maps 
u e Hl{Bu Rfe) such that u{Bi) C N. For any u € ^(BuN) we define the Dirichlet 
energy of it as 

E(u,B1)= [   \Du\2. 

The map u E Hl(Bi, N) is called a minimizing harmonic map if E(u, Bi) < E(v, Bi) 
for any v E H1 (Bi, iV) with u = v on dBi. 

If u E i?1(5i,iV) is a minimizing harmonic map, then u satisfies the following 
elliptic system in the weak sense 

(1.1) Au + A(u)(Du,Du) = 0     inBx 

where A is the usual Laplacian operator in Bi and A(u) denotes the second funda- 
mental form of iV at the point u E N. In general the smooth solutions of this elliptic 
system is called smooth harmonic maps. 

Given a smooth harmonic map u : Bi -> iV, we define the rank zero set 11Q{U) as 

(1.2) KQ(u) = {peBl ;Du(p) = 0} . 

For a minimizing harmonic map u : Bi —> iV, we define the rank zero set IZoiu) as 

fto(u) = {P £ reg(u) ;Du(p) = 0}, 

where reg(w) denotes the regular set of u, the subset of Bi where u is smooth. A 
well-known theorem of Schoen and Uhlenbeck [27] shows that 

dimw(Bi \reg(ix)) < n - 3, 
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where dim^ denotes the Hausdorff dimension. 
The main result in this section is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose u 6 Hl(Bi,N) is a smooth harmonic map or a mini- 
mizing harmonic map. Then the rank zero set TZQ(U) is countably (n — 2)-rectifiable 
unless u maps the whole Bx to a point in N. 

Proof. Since this is a local result, we may assume that u is smooth in Bi. Hence 
u satisfies the elliptic system 

(1.3) Au + A(u)(D%Du) =0     in B1. 

By the unique continuation property of the second-order elliptic systems, (see [2]), 
u cannot vanish to infinite order unless u is a constant. In the following we always 
assume that u is not a constant map. 

For each integer d>2, define the rank zero set of the d-th level 

ftofa) = {!/ G Si; DMv) = 05 ^ any i = 1, ■ • ■ , d - 1,    Ddu(y) # 0} . 

Since u does not vanish to infinite order, 7^Q(U) = </> for sufficiently large d. Therefore 

n0(u) = (J nd
0(u). 

d>2 

Take any point y e Bi(0) fl 1lo(u). Consider the Taylor expansion of u at y. By 
the definition.TZQ(U), the lowest nontrivial term in the expansion, except possibly the 
constant term, is given by a homogeneous polynomial P = Py : W1 —> IRfe of degree d. 

From the equation (1.3), A^ vanishes at the point y to the order at least d — 2 
since u is of degree at least d. On the other hand, the right hand side vanishes to the 
order at least (d — 1) + {d — 1) = 2d — 2, since Du vanishes to the order at least d — 1. 
Since d — 2 < 2d — 2 under the condition d > 2, the d-th degree homogeneous terms 
of u at y are harmonic, i.e., AP = 0. 

To summarize, for any y G ^0(^)5 there exists a nontrivial homogeneous polyno- 
mial P = Py : Rn -+ Rk of degree d such that 

u(x + y) = 1/(2/) + P(x) + o(\x\d)    as x -> 0 

and 
AP = 0. 

We should point out that some components of P might be zero, but there is at least one 
nontrivial component. For convenience, we will call P = Py the leading polynomial 
of u at y. With the introduction of leading polynomials, the rank zero set of the d-th. 
level can be written alternatively as 

^oW. = {i/GBi;degPtf = d} . 

In the following we will show that each IZ^u) is countably (n - 2)-rectifiable. 
Take any point y e Tlo(u) and assume the leading polynomial of u at y is given 

by the d-degree non-zero homogeneous polynomial P = Py. Then P satisfies AP = 0 
in W1. For P = (P1, • • • , Pk), if Pa is nontrivial for some a = 1, • • • , k, we set 

nd{Pa) = {x E Pi; DiP(X(x) = 0, for any i = 0,1, • • • , d - 1,    DdPa(x) ^ 0} . 

Since P" is a d-degree non-zero homogeneous polynomial, we always have 0 G 7£rf(Pa). 
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We claim that 7Zd(Pa) is a linear subspace and 

(1.4) Pa(x) = Pa(x + z)    for any x G Mn and z € 7£d(Pa) . 

In fact for any z G 1Zd{Pa), we have 

DvPa{z) = 0   for any |i/| < d - 1 . 

Assume 

pa(x) = Y, "«*a • 

Then we have 

Pa(x)-   Y,  daix-zT • 
\a\=d 

This implies (1.4). Now we may prove easily that TZd(Pa) is a linear subspace. 
Next, we show that dim nd(Pa) < n - 2 for any d > 2. In fact the formula (1.4) 

implies Pa is a function of n-dim Kd(Pa) variables. If dim nd(Pa) = n - 1, then Pa 

would be a d-degree harmonic monomial of one variable. Hence d = 0 or 1, which is 
a contradiction. 

We now define for a = 1, • • • k, and j = 0,1,2, • • • , n — 2, 

KM = {y^ ft'M diin7ed(py
o) - j}. 

We claim that 7?^ -(u) is on a countable union of j-dimensional C1 manifolds for any 
d > 2, a = 1, • • • &, and j = 0,1,2,... , n — 2. In fact we will prove that for any 
y G 7?^j(7z) there exists an r — r(y) such that TZ^j(u) fl ^(2/) is contained in a 
j-dimensional C1 manifold. 

To show this we let £* be the j-dimensional linear subspace 1Zd(Py) for any y G 

^t,j(u)- We assume ?/ = 0 and u(y) = 0 for simplicity. For any {yi} C T^t,j(u) w^^ 
?// -* 2/, we may assume by taking subsequence if necessary that £/ = 2///|2/z| -> £ G Si. 
Since P = Py is the leading polynomial of u at 7/ = 0, there holds for i = 0,1, • • • , d— 1, 

D1 (u(x) - P(x)) = ofl&l*-*)    as x -> 0. 

Evaluating at t// = |2/d6 and taking the limit / -* oo, we conclude that DlP(£) = 0 
for any z = 0,1, • • • , d— 1. Since P" is a nontrivial d-degree homogeneous polynomial, 
then DdPa(£) ^ 0, and hence f G ^ = Sd(P£). Therefore we conclude 

(1.5) Angle  < yyi, % >^ 0 

whenever {yi} C ^^(w) with yi -± y e ^j(u). Furthermore let P/ and P be the 
leading polynomials of u at yi and 2/ = 0, respectively. By smoothness of the map u 
we have 

Pi-*P    uniformly in  Cd(Bi(0)). 

This implies that 

as subspaces in Mr 

^ -> ^    as / -> oo 
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By (1.5) we obtain that for any y 6 'R-tjiu) and small e > 0 there exists an 
r — r(y,£) such that 

(1.6) Kd
aJnBr(y)cBr(y)nCE(ey) 

where 
C6(l«) = {ze Rn]dist{z,(,«) <e\z\}. 

Moreover by an argument similar to above to prove (1.5) we may prove that the con- 
stant r in (1.6) can be chosen uniformly for any point z G ^ij(u) in a neighborhood 
of y. In other words we obtain that for any y G 7l^j(u) and any small s > 0 there 
exists an r = r(e, y) such that 

nd
a^u) n Br(z) C Br(z) fl Ce{l°)    for any z G nd

a^u) n Br(y). 

For e > 0 small enough this clearly implies that ^j(u) fl Br(y) is contained in a 
j-dimensional Lipschitz manifold. By (1.5) this manifold is Cl. 

We may define for j — 0,1, • • • , n — 2, 

k 

fto» = u U <»• 
d>2Q;=l 

Then we have 
n-2 

7Zo(tt) = IJ ftofj(u). 
i=o 

Moreover each 7Zoj(u) is on a countable union of j-dimensional C1 manifolds for 
j = 0,l,---,n-2. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1. We should emphasize that 
^-0,0(^)5^0,1(^)5 •* • 5 ^0,71-2(u) are not necessarily mutually disjoint and that they 
may have overlaps.     D 

Remark. With the notation in the proof, we set 

n-3 

K*(u) = (J noj(u) 
3=0 

K*(u)=no,n-2{u). 

Then we have the decomposition 

with the property that Tl*(u) is countably (n - 3)-rectifiableJ that 71*(u) is on a 
countable union of (n — 2)-dimensional C1 manifolds and that for any y G 71* (u) some 
component Py of the leading polynomial Py of u at y is a homogeneous harmonic 
polynomial of 2 variables. Such a decomposition will play an important role in the 
following sections. 

2. Measure Estimates of Rank Zero Sets of Smooth Harmonic Maps. In 
this section we discuss the measure of rank zero sets of smooth harmonic maps. 

Suppose u G ^(Bi^N) is a nonconstant smooth harmonic map. Then u satisfies 
the following elliptic system 

(2.1) &u + A(u){pu,Du) = Q   inBi. 
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We first point out some obvious facts about smooth harmonic maps. For any 
positive constant M we use 7i(M) to denote the smooth harmonic maps u : Bi -> N 
such that 

sup \Du\ < M. 
B 

LEMMA 2.1.   The class Ti(M) is compact under the local L2-metric. 

Proof. The proof is straightforward. For any u G H{M), by interior Schauder 
estimates we get for any positive integer k and constant r, a £ (0,1) 

(2.2) M\c^(B1^) < C 

where C is a positive constant depending only on the manifold N and the constants 
M, /c,a and r. Now consider a sequence Ui £ %{M). Then there exists a subsequence 
uy such that uy converges to some u in L2. It is easy to see by (2.2) that in fact 

uy -> u   in local Ck(B1) 

for any k > 1. Hence u is smooth in Bi and the image of u lies on the manifold N. By 
taking k = 2 we conclude that u also satisfies the equation (2.1) and hence a smooth 
harmonic maps. It is obvious that u belongs to the class 'H(M). This concludes the 
proof.     D 

Remark. In fact we have the following result. For any two smooth harmonic maps 
u and v in Ti(M) if \\u — V||L

2
"(BI) ^ V for some positive rj > 0 then for any integer 

k > 1 and any r £ (0,1) there holds 

\\u-v\\CkiBl_r) <C(rj) 

where C(r)) is a positive constant depending on rj, as well as the manifold N and the 
constants M and fe, with the property that C(ry) —>• 0 as rj —> 0. This fact will be used 
in the following discussion. 

For the next result we introduce the following standard notation. Define ux,r as 
the average of u over dBr(x). For x = 0 we simply write ur = 1^. 

LEMMA 2.2. There exist positive constant C andro depending only on the man- 
ifold N and the constant M such that for any x £ B1/2 and r £ (0,ro) there holds 

^W^i2   ^c  JBl\Du\2 

Lemma 2.2 is based on a variant of monotonicity formula, which claims that for 
some strictly positive function c(x) the ratio 

JdBr(x) C\U ~" Ux>r\ 

is a monotonically increasing function of r £ (0,1 - \x\). Such a monotonicity formula 
was proven for elliptic equations by Garofalo and Lin in [11]. The argument in [11] 
can be modified to yield the results in Lemma 2.2. The key observation is that under 
the assumption \Du\ < M in Bi the elliptic system (2.1) can be viewed as a linear 
system with bounded coefficients for first order terms. Moreover the principal part of 
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this system is decoupled. We will not provide the argument in detail. We refer the 
interesting readers to [11]. 

In view of Lemma 2.2, we introduce %(M, F) for some positive constant F as the 
collection of those harmonic maps u 6 T-L{M) with the additional assumption 

rL(ADu\2 

It \U - Ux 12 
JdBr(x) I"       ^^1 

for any x G B1/2 and r G (0,1/2). 

LEMMA 2.3. The class H(M,F) is compact under the local L2-metric. Moreover 
the class T-L{M^F) is invariant under the translation and dilation. In other words, if 
u G /H{M,F)i then for any x G B1/2 and r G (0,1/2) the map uBr^ also belong to 
H(M,F), where uBr^x){y) = u{x + ry) fory G 2?i. 

This follows from Lemma 2.1 easily. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.4. For any u G Ti(M,F), there holds 

nn-2(no(u) n B1/2) < C(N,M,F) 

where C(N^ M, F) is a positive constant depending only on the manifold N and the 
constants M and F. 

Theorem A follows from Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 easily. 
To prove Theorem 2.4 we first prove a lemma. 

LEMMA 2.5. For any u G 1i(N,M,F), there exists a finite collection of balls 
{Bri(xi)} with xi G 1Zo(u) and ri < 1/4 such that 

Hn-2 (n0(u) H B1/2 \ UBri(xi)) < C, 

and 

where C is a positive constant depending only on the manifold N and the constants 
M and F, independent of u. 

Proof Take any u G %{N,M,F). By Theorem 1.1 we have 

7eo(iz) = 7e*(i/)u7e*(u) 

where ll^u) has the Hausdorff dimension not exceeding n — 3,1Z*(u) is on a countable 
union of (n — 2)-dimensional Cl manifolds and for any y G 71* {u) some component 
Py of the leading polynomial Py of u at y is a homogeneous polynomial of 2 variables 
by an appropriate rotation. In particular 

Hn-2 (n*{u)) = 0. 

Then there exist at most countably many balls Bri{xi) with ri < 1/8 and Xi G 7l*(u) 
such that 

(2.3) ft*(t*)c(J £*(**) 
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and 

(2.4) Ef2^^- 
We claim for any y € 11*(u) n B3/4, there exist positive constants R = R(y,u) < 

1/8, r = r{y,u) < R, V = »?(»,«). c = c(2/'u) and Positive integer K = K(y^u) such 

that if the function v satisfies 

(2.5) \u-v\*cK(BR(y))<rl 

then 

(2.6) Hn-2 {1l0{v) 0 Br{y)} < cr"-2. 

Here we use || • \\*CM(BR) to denote, M as a positive integer, the C7M-norm weighted 

with the radius R, i.e., for w € CM
(BR), 

M 

i=o      X^BR 

To prove (2.6) we take any y 6 ft*(u) n B3/4. By assuming u{y) = 0, we have 

ix(a; -h 2/) = -P(a;) + ^(x) 

where P - (P1, • • • jP*)" is a nonzero d-degree homogeneous harmonic polynomial 
with d > 2 andV = W'V-- »^*) is smooth in a neighborhood of the origin and 

satisfies 

(2.7) 23*^(0) = 0   for i = 0,l, •••,<*. 

For some a = 1,- • • , Jk, Pa is a nontrivial homogeneous harmonic polynomial with 
d > 2 and by an appropriate rotation Pa is a polynomial of two variable. This follows 
from the remark at the end of section 1. Hence we may apply Lemma 4.1 in the next 
section to Q = Pa. Let e* and r* be the constants given in Lemma 4.1 for Q. By 
(2.7) and the smoothness of tp at 0 we may take a positive constant R = R(y, u) < 1/8 
such that . 

\\^rrc^{BR) < 2£*- 

Choose 77 small, depending on R and e*, such that (2.5), with K = 2d?, implies 

||i(u«-,«)||>(BR(y))<ie*. 

Then there holds 

llF(«a-0(--»))ll>(BJ,(,))<e*- 

By considering the transformation x i-> y + i?a;, we have 

||ilW
Q(j/ + JR-)-Qllc^(B1)

<e*- 

Note Q is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of two variables and of degree d. Hence 
we may apply Lemma 4.1 to Q. After transforming back to BR(y) we get for some 

r < Rr* ,      , 
H^WDv"]-1^} n Br) < c(n)(d - 1)V-2. 
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Note that Ko(u) fl Br(y) C {Dv^lO} fl Br. Therefore we obtain (2.6). 
It is obvious that the collection of {Bri(xi)} and {Br(y)(y)}, y G 71*(u), covers 

TZo(u). By the compactness of 7lo(u) U sing(tz), there exist xi G 11*(u) U sing(^), 
i = 1, • • • ,p = p(w), and ^ G 1l*(u), j = 1, • • • , g = g(^), such that 

WoM n £3/4 c m Bri(xO J (J f [J ^i(W) 

with n < 1/8, i = 1, • • • ,p, and ^ < 1/8, j = 1, • • • , q. Denote 

p Q 

Bu = \jBri{xi),    Gu= [JBs^yj). 
i=l j=l 

Since 1Zo(u) is closed, there exists a positive constant p = p(u) such that 

{x G B3/4 ; dist(x, S(u) U sing(w)) < /9} C >BU U ^. 

Consider any v G W(N,M,F) with ||u - i;||L2(Bi) < ^ for some constant 8 > 0. 
By a priori estimates for elliptic system and a compactness argument there holds for 
any positive integer K, 

(2.8) \u-v\cx(B3/4)<C(5) 

where C(6) -> 0 as 5 —> 0. See the remark after Lemma 2.1. Now we take 

K =.K(u) =maLx{K(y1,u)r-- ,K(yq,u)}. 

Obviously if C(S) is small, then 

(2.9) 1Zo(v)nBl/2cBuugu. 

Moreover by taking 6 = 5(u) small further, we get that the condition (2.9) implies 
that for each j = 1, • • - , q = q(u), 

\u-v\cK(BR(y3)) <v(yj,u). 

Hence by (2.6) we obtain for each j = 1, • • • , q = q(u)^ 

(2.10) Hn-2(Ko(v) HBsM) < as]'2. 

Therefore there hold by (2.4), (2.9) and (2.10), 

Ko{v) n B1/2 c {iZo(v) n Bu) u (no(v) n gu) 

Q 

Hn-2 (TZoiv) n gu) < c^^r2 = CW 

and 

Bu = uUBrM), n < l-  and   ^rf-2 < ^rp 

If Ho(v) fl Bri{xi) ^ (j), we may take xi G 1Zo(v) fl Bri{xi). Obviously Bri(xi) C 
B2ri(%i)- Therefore, by renaming radii and centers, we get the following conclusion. 
For any u G H(N,M,F), there exist positive constants 5 = 5(u) and C = C(^) such 
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that for any v E lii{N^ M,F) with \\u — fHi,2^!) < 8 there exist a finite collection of 
balls {Br^Xi)} with Xi 6 TL^v), r* < 1/4, and E^n_2 < V2 such that 

Hn-2 (Uoiv) H B1/2 \ \jBri {xi)) < C(u). 

By Lemma 2.3, 1-L{N,M,F) is compact under the L2-metric. Hence there exist 
^ij"* J^L ^ Hi(N,M,F) and 8i — 5(ui),--- ,(SL = ^^L) such that for any v G 
7{(Ar, M, F) there exists an /, 1 < Z < L, with the property 

lh> -^IIL
2
(BI) < &i> 

Denote 
C = max{C(ui), • • • , C{UL)}. 

Such a C depends only on the manifold N and the constant EQ. This finishes the 
proof.     D 

Now we prove Theorem 2.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4- We use the standard iteration process.   To begin with, 

define 

</>o = {£1/2(0)} . 

We claim that we may find (pi,(j>2,-" i each of which consists of a collection of balls, 
such that for any £ > 1 

rad(B) <\-{\y   for any B £ fa 

£ [rad(i?)r2 < C-Y 
Becpe 

and 

where C is the positive constant given in Lemma 2.5. Observe that 

oo     / 

Ko(u) n B1/2(0) C (J    ^o(u) n (    |J    £ ~  U B) 
^=1 \ Be4>e-i Be4 

OO      I oo > 

u fl   no{u) n (J (J B 
^=0   \ j=£Be<pj 

Hence we have 

1 ^   1 

H*-
2
 (no(u) nB1/2(O)) < c \ £(3)    + gf £(£)' > < 2a 

[^>1 - j=i      J 

To prove the claim we construct {(pi} by induction. Note (fio = {i?^}. Suppose 
0o>0ij--- j^-i are already defined for some £ > 1. To construct ^ we take B = 
Br(y) 6 0^-1, with r < 1/2. Consider the transformation x H> y + 2ra: and the map 
^^(a:) = ifc(2/ + 2rx). By Lemma 2AUB G ?i(iV, M, F). Hence we may apply Lemma 
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2.3 to UB to obtain a collection of balls {BSi{zi)}, with si < 1/4 and zi £ 71O{UB) 

such that 
Hn-2 (U^UB) H B1/2\ U B8i {zi)) < C 

and 

Now transform £1/2(0) back to Br{y) by x i-^ {x — y)/2r. We obtain that for B = 
Br(y) € 0£-i, there exist finitely many balls {Bri(xi)} in B2r{y), with r^ < 1/2, such 
that 

iJ"-2 (uo^nBriy^lJBr^Xi)) <Crn-2 , 

i 

<fif = [jiBiixi)} 

and 

Then we set 

and 

Hence we obtain 

&= U 

\ Befa-i Be<pt     j \Br.(a;i)€0/-i 

and by induction 

Briix^E^e 

for each ^ > 1. This concludes the proof.     D 

3. Geometric Measure of Rank Zero Sets of Minimizing Harmonic 
Maps. In this section we will discuss the measure estimates of rank zero sets of 
minimizing harmonic maps. 

Suppose u G Hl(Bi,N) is a nonconstant minimizing harmonic map. We define 

reg(w) = {y G Bi]u is smooth at y}, 

singO) = Bi \ veg(u) 

and 
no{u) = {yeieg(u);Du(y)=0}. 

Schoen and Uhlenbeck [27] showed that dim-^sing^)) < n — 3. Theorem 1.1 implies 
that dim-ft^oC^)) < n — 2. 

The discussion in this section is more complicated than that in the previous 
section, partly because the set 7lo(u) is only relatively closed in the open set reg(^). 
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Another reason is the difficulty to construct a compact class of minimizing harmonic 
maps which is invariant by dilations. 

For any positive constants E and m, we use Hm(E)m) to denote the collection 
of minimizing harmonic maps u : Bi —> N such that 

/. 
\Du\z < E 

and 
\Du\Loo{B2/3) > m. 

First we prove 

LEMMA 3.1.  The class Hm(E,m) is compact under the local ^-metric. 

Proof. The proof is straightforward as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose Ui € 
/Hm(J5,m) for any i = 1,2,-•• . Then it is obvious that there exists a subsequence 
Ui> such that uv converges H1 weakly to some u G Hl(Bi, AT), which is a minimizing 
harmonic map. Next we prove that 

\Du\Loo(Bvz) > m. 

It is obvious if sing('ix) n B2/3 ^ </>• If sing(u) fl B2/3 = </>, then by the small energy 
regularity theorem and the strong local H1 convergence, we conclude that sing(t^/) fl 
^2/3 = ^ for all large if. Moreover there exists a positive constant M > 0 such that 

sup \Dui'\ < M,    for any i1. 
B2/3 

Hence the desired inequality follows from the uniform convergence of the gradients in 
B2/3. See the remark after Lemma 3.1.     Q 

The main result in this section is the following. 

THEOREM 3.2. For any u G Hm(E,m), there holds 

Hn-2(no(u)nB1/2) < C(N,E,m) 

where C(N,E,m) is a positive constant depending only on the manifold N and the 
constants E and m. 

We first prove a lemma. 

LEMMA 3.3. For any u G 'Hm(E,m), there exists a finite collection of balls 
{Bri(xi)} with Xi G 7Zo(u) and ri G (ro, 1/4) such that 

Hn-2 (Roiu) H B1/2 \ UBri{xi)) < C, 

and 

Err2<i/2, 
where C and ro are positive constants depending only on the manifold N and the 
constants E and m, independent of u. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.6. So we only give details on the 
difference. Take any u G Hi(Eo,N). By Theorem 1.1 we have 
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where 7£*(w) has the Hausdorff dimension not exceeding n — 3,11*(u) is on a countable 
union of (n — 2)-dimensional C1 manifolds and for any y E 11*(u) some component 
Py of the leading polynomial Py of u at y is a homogeneous polynomial of 2 variables 
by an appropriate rotation. In particular 

#n-2(ft*(u)nsing(u))=0. 

Then there exist at most countably many balls Bri(xi) with r; < 1/8 and Xi G 
7Z*(u) fl sing('a) such that 

(3.1) K*(u) U sing(u) C (J Bri fa) 
i 

and 

(3-2) Err2<^T- 

As in the proof of Lemma 2.6 we may prove that for any y G 7Z* (u) fl #3/4, there 
exist positive constants R — R(y,u) < 1/8, r = r{y,u) < R, rj = r}(y,u), c = c(y,u) 
and positive integer K = K(y, u) such that if the function v satisfies 

(3-3) \U-V\cK{BR{y))  < V 

then 

(3.4) Hn-2 {Ko(v) H Br(y)} < cr""2. 

It is obvious that the collection of {Brifa)} and {Br^(y)}, y G 7£*(^), covers 
T^o(w) U sing(ifc). By the compactness of 7lo(u) U sing(w), there exist Xi G 11*(u) U 
sing(u), i = 1, • • • ,p — p(u), and 2/j G 7l*(u), j = 1, • • • , g = g(^), such that 

(fto(u) U sing(u)) n ^3/4 C I Q Br,- (a^i) ) U ( U ^i (w) 

with r^ < 1/8, i — 1, • • • ,p, and Sj < 1/8, j = 1, • • • , q. Moreover there holds 

sing(u)n     \]Bs.{y^\ =0. 

Denote 
v Q 

Bu = \jBrifa),    gu= [JBe-iyj). 
i=l j=l 

Since 7Zo(u) U sing(u) is closed, there exists a positive constant p = p(u) such that 

{x G ^3/4 ; dist(x,7lo(u) U sing(w)) < p} C Bu U ^u. 

Define 
r(w) =min{2ri,--- ,2rp}. 

Consider any v G Hi(-Bo, AT) with ||w - vlliji^/g) < ^ for some constant 5 > 0. 
By taking S small we get 

(Bs^WU&CregCt;), 
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and in particular 
smg(v) D Gu = (j). 

Moreover by a priori estimates for elliptic system and a compactness argument there 
holds for any positive integer K, 

(3.6) \u - v\cK((B3/4\Bu)ugu) < C{6) 

where C(6) -> 0 as 6 -> 0. Now we take 

K = K(u) =max{K(yuu),-- ,K(yq,u)}. 

Obviously if C(S) is small, then 

(3.7) no(v)nB1/2cBuugu. 

Moreover by taking S = S(u) small further, we get that the condition (3.7) implies 
that for each j = 1, • • - , q = q(u), 

\u-v\cK(BRiyS)) <y(yj>u). 

Hence by (3.4) we obtain for each j = 1, • • • , q = q(u), 

(3.8) Hn-2(Ro(v) n BSj (yj)) < csj'2. 

Therefore there hold by (3.2), (3.7) and (3.8), 

Uoiv) n B1/2 C (TZoiv) n Bu) U (Ko(v) n gu) 

9 

Hn-2 (7Zo(v) H gu) < c^ s?-2 = C(u) 

and 

Bu = U^BrM), n < I  and   ^Tr?-2 < ^f. 
2=1 

If TIQ(v) fl Bri(xi) =£ (j), we may take ^ G 7^o(^) H Bri(xi). Obviously Bri(xi) C 
B2ri(^i)- Therefore, by renaming radii and centers, we get the following conclusion. 
For any u G Hm(E,m), there exist positive constants 5 = 5(u) and C = C(u) such 
that for any v G rHm{E^m) with \\u — V||HI(B7/8) < ^ there exist a finite collection of 

balls {Bri{xi)} with xi G fto(v), n < 1/4, and Ef-2 < 1/2 such that 

Hn-2 (TZoiv) H B1/2 \ UBri {xi)) < C(u). 

By Lemma 3.1, Hrn(E,m) is compact under the local iJ1-metric. Hence there ex- 
ist ui,'" ,UL G 'Hrn{E,m) and 5i = ^(^i),-:- ,#£ = (^(^L) such that for any v G 
Hm(E,m) there exists an /, 1 < / < L, with the property 

lh>-uj||jyi(£7/8) < (J/. 

Denote 

C = max{C(tfci), • • • , Cfe)}, 

ro = max{r(wi),--- ,r(uL)}. 
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Such C and ro depends only on the manifold N and the constants E and m. This 
finishes the proof.     □ 

Now we prove Theorem 3.2. As for Theorem 2.5 we use the standard iteration 
process. However the class H7Tl(E,m) is not invariant under the dilation. This makes 
the iteration process complicated. 

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Take a map u € T-Lm{E,m). To begin with, define 

^o - {£i/2(0)} . 

By Lemma 3.3 we find 0i, which consists of a collection of balls, such that 

rad(jB) < - • -    for any B £ (/>i 

(3.9) £ [radCB)]-2 < \ 

and 

(3.10) Hn-2 (fto(u)n  (J  B~   U  B\ <C, 
\ Befo B€4>i     J 

where C is the positive constant given in Lemma 3.3. 
To illustrate the idea we only carry out the next step. We take any B = Br(y) G 

0i, with y G B1/2 and r < 1/4. Consider the transformation x t-> y + 2rx and the 
map 

UB(X) = ^(2/ + 2rx) . 

Monotonicity formula implies 

/   \DuBf = —1^ /        |^|2 < 2-2 / \Du\2 < 2«-*E. 
JB1 (20n       JB2r(y) JBl/2{y) 

We first consider the case that \DUB\L
OO

{B2IZ) — m- -'•n ^^s case U
B is a smooth 

harmonic map in #2/3 • By Lemma 3.3 the radius of the ball B satisfies rad(.E?) = r > 
ro for some positive number ro depending only on the manifold iV and the constants E 
and m. Hence there exists a positive constant 7, again depending only on the manifold 
iV and the constants E and m, such that 

/. 
|u-%,2r|2 > 7 

B2r(y) 

where Uy^r is the average of u on 52r- This follows easily from the compactness of 
the class Hm(E^m) and the continuity of the map (f/,r) i-» JB , , \u — Uy^r\2 for 

B2r(y) C B\. Therefore there holds 

IB1 WB-(UB)I\ 

for some FQ depending only on the manifold iV and the constants E and m. Now we 
map apply Theorem A to UB to conclude that 

Hn-2{no{uB)r\B1/2)<cl 
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for some positive constant Ci depending only on the manifold N and the constants E 
and m. Now transform .81/2(0) back to Br(y) by x *-* (x — y)/2r. We obtain that for 
B = Br(y) G 01, if ifctfOc) = u(y + 2rx) satisfies 

(3.11) \DuB\L°o{B2/3)<m 

there holds 

(3.12) Hn-2(Jlo(u) n Br(2/)) < Cirn-2 . 

By (3.9) and (3.12) we conclude that 

(3.13) Y, Hn~2 \no(u)n  IJ  B~   U  B ] < id. 
Be^isatisfies (3.11) \ BG0o B€0i     / 

Hence we may delete those balls satisfying (3.11) from the collection of (pi and add 
the measure estimates (3.13) back to (3.10). 

Therefore we obtain the following result. We still use the same notation. Recall 

</>0 = {£l/2(0)} . 

Then we can find $1, which consists of a collection of balls, such that 

rad(B) < - • -    for any B e (pi 

£ [rad(£)r2 < I 

and 

Hn-2lno(u)n (J B~ U B\ <C + ±CU 
\ Be4>o        Befa    J 

where C and Ci are both positive constants depending only on the manifold N and 
the constant E and m. Moreover for any ball B = Br(y) the map UB(X) = u(y + 2ra:) 
satisfies 

\DUB\L°°(B2/3) >m. 

Now we may proceed inductively.   We then obtain (pi, 02, • • •, each of which 
consists of a collection of balls, such that for any £ > 1 

rad(B)<i-(^    for any BG^ 

£ [radW2 < (I)' 

and 

F"-2(^o(u)n    (J    B^  [JB\<(1-)i-1C+(1-)tC1, 
\ Befa-i        B^t   J 

where C and C\ are positive constants depending only on the manifold N and the 
constants E and m. 
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The rest of the proof is the same as that in Theorem 2.5. This concludes the 
proof.     □ 

Now we prove Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. Suppose that u 6 Hl (Bi, TV) is a minimizing harmonic map 

with JB \Du\2 < E. If \Du\Loo(Bl) > 1, then we may apply Theorem 3.2 to conclude 
that 

nn-2(no(u)nB1/2)<c 

where the positive constant C depends only on the manifold iV and the constant E. 
This is the case if sing('u) = (/). Now if l-D^l^oo^) < 1, then u is a smooth harmonic 
map. We apply Theorem A to u to get a similar estimate with the new constant C 
depending on the manifold and the quantity JB  \u — ui\2.     D 

4. Purterbations of Zeroes. The following result is used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.5 and 3.3. It was proved in [17]. We just point out some key steps. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let P be a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree d > 2 and 
of two variables in W1. Then there exist positive constants e and r, depending on P, 
such that for any u G C2d (Bi) if 

\u-P\C2d2{Bi) <e 

then 
TT^QDu^lO} H Br) < c(n)(d - l)2/-""2. 

The proof is based on the Weierstrass-Malgrange Preparation Theorem for finitely 
differentiable functions. First we recall some terminology. For any point p G Mn we 
let C%0(Rn) denote the ring of germs of smooth functions in a neighborhood of p. For 
a smooth map / from a neighborhood of p into W1 with f(p) = 0 we let (/) denote 
the ideal generated by /i, • • • , /n, the components of /. The local ring of / at p is the 
quotient ring 

Tlfip) = C~{W)/{f). 

It is easy to see that TZf(p) is a vector space over E, whose dimension is called the 
multiplicity of / at p. Instead of C^iW1) in the above definition we may also use 
P(Mn), the space of all polynomials in Mn, or Cp (Mn), the space of analytic germs 
at p. See [1] or [13]. The above notion can be defined for functions in Cn. The 
importance of multiplicity is its connection with zeroes of maps. It can be shown that 
holomorphic maps, which maps zero to zero, have finite multiplicity at the origin if 
and only if the origin is the isolated zero point. This result is not true in Mn, even for 
analytic maps. 

The notion of local rings and multiplicities can also be defined for finitely differ- 
entiable functions. 

The following result was proved in [3]. We assume that /i, iV and TV' are all 
positive integers with N < N'. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let D C W1 be a domain with 0 G D. Let f : D -+ W1, with 
/(0) = 0, be a function of smoothness ^{N1 + 1) with the multiplicity // at 0, and let 
{^i, • • • , eM} be a basis of its local ring consisting of functions of smoothness fj,(N + l). 
Then there exist neighborhoods U, V and Q of zero in W1, for which V C U C D and 
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f(V) C Q C f(U), and a positive constant e with the following property: for any map 
g : D -► En of smoothness /i(iV' + 1), i/ 

1/ - 5flc^(Ar/+1)(D) < £ 

there exists a bounded linear operator 

ES = (Sf,... ,£?») : (7^+1)(t/) -»■ [^(Q)]^, 

5itc/i ^/lat /or any function ip G CN(U) there holds 

i=l 

Froo/ o/ Lemma 4-1- We first prove for n = 2. By using the polar coordinate 
xi = rcos9 and X2 = rsin0 in E2 = {(xi,^)} we may assume P(x) = rdcosd9. 
Direct calculation shows that 

DX1P = drd-1 cos{d - 1)9, DX2P = -dr^1 sin(d - 1)9. 

Therefore both DXlP and DX2P are products of d — 1 different homogeneous linear 
functions. We obtain that the map / = (DXlP1DX2P) : E2 -> E2 has the origin as 
its only zero. In fact if / is viewed as a map from C2 to C2, with x € E2 replaced by 
z G C2, the origin is also its only zero. Hence by Bezout's formula ([1], Corollary 1, 
P200) we conclude that 

dimP(E2)/(/) <(d-l)2, 

where F(E2) is the space of all polynomials in E2. 
We may apply Lemma 4.2 with N' = N = 1 and /x = (d — I)2. We obtain 

that there exist neighborhoods U, V, Q of the origin in E2 with V C U C Bi and 
f(V) C Q and a positive constant e > 0 such that for any map g G C2^-1) (i?i;M2) 
with Ig — /|C2(d-i)2/B N < 6 and any function a G C2^-1) (C/) there exist ai, • • • , aM G 
C^Q) such that 

(3.1) a(x) — ^ei(a;)ai(5f(a;))    for a; G V. 

Hence for such a map p we may prove for some positive constant r with Br C V 

Card^-^OjnB,) <{d-l)2. 

The proof is a modification of that for Lemma 2, P97, in [1]. 
Now consider u G C2c/2(£i) with |u-P|c2d2(Bi) < e. Note 2(d-l)2 + l < 2d2 for 

any positive integer d. Hence with g = Du we have \g — f\C2{d-i)^(B \ < £• Therefore 
we conclude 

CaxddJDwr^O} H Br) <{d- I)2. 

This finishes the proof for n = 2. 
Next we discuss the general dimension. For any p G En and any 1 < i < j < n 

let fij(p) denote the 2-dimensional hyperplane 

{(PW" ,Pi-l,Xi,Pi+i,-- ,Pj-i,Xj,Pj+i,'- ,pn)} 
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and simply write Pij(p) = {(xi,Xj)} where there is no confusion. We also set F^- = 
Py(0). 

Now let P be a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree d and of two variables 
in En. With the explicit expression of P we may find a change of coordinates with 
the following property. In the new coordinate system {(xi,-- ,xn)}, for any fixed 
1 < i < j < n, the map fy = (DXiP,DXjP)\Pij, viewed as a map from M2 to M2, 
has the origin as its only zero and each component of fy is the product of d — 1 
homogeneous linear polynomials. In fact if fy is viewed as a map from C2 to C2, 
with x e W1 replaced by z G Cn, the origin is also its only zero. As before there exist 
positive constants e^- and r^ such that for any g G C2^"1) (S2/2;IR2) with 

(3.2) \g — fij\C2(d-i)2(B2   j < £ij, 

there holds 

(3.3) card^-^O} 0 3$..) < (d - I)2. 

Here we use B^ to denote the ball (centered at origin) with radius r in M2. 
Take 

1 
Z l<i<j<n l<i<j<n 

Consider any u G C2d (Bi) such that 

\u-P\c2d2iBi) <e. 

For any p G Mn and any 1 < i < j < n, set fy = (DXiP,DXjP)^ij as before and 
^jP = (i?a.iw,Z?a.iu)|PiJ'(p). We may take r smaller such that for any p G Br there 
holds 

Hence 

card^iOlnS,2)^^-!)2. 

Obviously |Dw|_1{0} fl Wij(j>) C ^^{0}. If we set TT^- as the projection 

then we have shown that for any # G B™'2 C En~2 and any 1 < i < j < n 

cardd^Dul"1^} fl ^{q) fl Br) <{d- I)2. 

Hence the integral geometric formula [10], 3.2.22, implies 

nn-2{\Du\-l{Q}f)Br) 

<     ]r      j     ^&(\Du\-l{0}n>Krj
l{q)C]Br)d'Un-2q 

<c(n)(d-2)2rn-2. 

D 
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5. Geometric Structure and Measure of Rank One Sets. In the final 
section, we discuss the rank one sets for harmonic maps, both smooth and minimizing. 
Since the discussion follows the same line for the rank zero sets, we only point out the 
difference. 

As in Section 1, we assume that Bi is the unit ball in IRn, n > 2, endowed with 
the standard Euclidean metric. We further assume that (AT, g) is a smooth compact 
Riemannian manifold of the dimension m > 2. Throughout this section we will not 
view the manifold iV isometrically embedded in some Euclidean space. For a smooth 
map u : Bi -> N, with respect to local coordinates x \-> u, the gradient Du(p) can be 
represented by the matrix uf = ^r. 

Suppose that u : Bi -> iV is a smooth harmonic map. Then u satisfies the system 

n 

(5.i) A«a + X;r|7tif«7 = 0» 
i=l 

where F's are the Christoffel symbols on (N,g). We define the rank one set TZi(u) as 

(5.2) Tli(u) — {p € Bi ;Z)i6(p)has rank one } . 

For a minimizing harmonic map u : Bi -» iV, we define the rank one set 7^i(ii) as 

TZi(u) = {p G reg(u) ;Du(p) has rank one }, 

where reg(^) denotes the regular set of u, the subset of Bi where u is smooth.  As 
pointed out in Section 1, it is known that 

dimft(i?i \ reg(ix)) < n - 3. 

We first discuss the geometric structure of rank one sets. 

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose u G ^(Bi.N) is a smooth harmonic map or a mini- 
mizing harmonic map. Then the rank one set 1ZI{U) is countably [n — l)-rectifiable 
unless u maps the whole Bi to either a point or a geodesic in N. 

Proof. Since this is a local result, we may assume that u is smooth in Bi. Hence u 
satisfies the elliptic system (5.1). By the unique continuation property of the second- 
order elliptic systems, (see [2]), u cannot vanish to infinite order unless u is a constant. 
In the following we always assume that u is not a constant map or a geodesic map, 
i.e., u(Bi) is not a geodesic in iV. 

Take 0 G 7li(u). As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we will use the leading polyno- 
mials of it at 0 to study the rank one set IZi (u) near 0. We claim that by choosing 
appropriate coordinate system {x1} in Rn and {ya} at u(0) in N, the harmonic map 
u has the following Taylor expansion of u at 0 

ua = Pa + Ra for a = 1, • • • , m, 

where Pi (x) = cxi for some constant c ^ 0 and P2, • • • , Pm are homogeneous harmonic 
polynomials with degree d > 2, at least one of which is not identically zero. 

To prove the claim, we note that Du(0) : Rn —> TU^N has rank one as a linear 
transform. So we can choose a coordinate system ya at u(0) such that 

gu{o)(Du,dya) = 0 for any a ^ 1. 
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Let cr be the geodesic in TV through u(0) in the direction ^-. Then one conclude 
that rf1(y) = 0 for any y £ a near u(0). Furthermore, we can choose the usual Fermi 
coordinate system along cr; in other words, we require that Tp^y) = 0 for any a > 1 
and any y £ cr^near u(0). Thus there holds for any a > 2 

a>2 
|r^(»)| = o((o,ife)---,i/m))<El»ttl 

By the system (5.1), we have for any a > 2 

|A««| = |^;r|7(«)«f«7i 
i=l 

= Omu2,--.,um)\)\Du\2<Cj2\u% 
(3>2 

where C is a constant depending on the derivatives of u as well as the geometry of JV. 
By the unique continuation property, (see [2]), either (w2, • • • ,'i/m)(a;) = 0 for x near 0 
or (u2, - • • , um) vanishes at 0 up to finite order. However (u2, • • • , um)(x) = 0 implies 
that the image of the original map u(x) = (u1^2, • • • ,um)(x) near 0 is contained in 
the set {y1 = 0}, i.e., the geodesic a. By the unique continuation property again, the 
whole image of the map u is contained in a. This is a contradiction to the hypothesis. 
Therefore (u2, • • • , u171) has a nontrivial Taylor expansion at 0. We assume the leading 
terms are given by homogeneous polynomial (P2, * * • iPm) of degree d > 2. At least 
one of the Pa is not identically zero. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, all Pa 

are harmonic polynomials, a = 2, • • • ,ra. Note that u1 has a nontrivial linear term 
by the construction. This finishes the proof of the claim. 

As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, in order to study the rank one set 1Zi(u) of u 
near 0, we just need to study the rank one set TZi(P) of P = (Pi, P2, • • • , Pm)? where 
Pi (x) = xi and P2, • • • , Pm are homogeneous harmonic polynomials with degree d > 2, 
at least one of which is not identically zero. Since DPi(x) = (1,0, • • • ,0), it is easy to 
see that 

dP 
Tli{P) = {x£ Pn;-^ = 0, for any a = 2r •• ,m, and i = 2, • • • ,n}. 

OXi 

Suppose for some 2 < a < m, 

—— = 0, for any 1 = 2, • • • , n. 
OXi 

Then Pa is a harmonic function of variable xi, hence Pa must constant or linear. This 
contradicts the fact deg(Pa) = d > 2 if Pa is not identically zero. Therefore if Pa is 
not identically zero, then for some 2 < i < n, ^- is not an identically zero function. 
For such a and i, 

dP 
^1(P)c{a:GE-;^(a;)-0}. 

Note {x € Mn; f^(^) = 0} is a real analytic variety of dimension < n — 1. Now 
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we may obtain a similar stratification result 
for 7li(u). In particular, 7£i(w) is countably (n — l)-rectifiable near 0. This finishes 
the proof.     D 
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Next we discuss how to obtain the measure estimates of rank one sets of harmonic 
maps. As suggested by Theorem 1.1, we need to describe how harmonic maps differ 
from geodesic maps quantitatively. One way is to consider all the possible difference 
with geodesic map as follows: 

(5.3) c(u) = inf{|n — <J\L°
O
(B1)

:
> & : BI -+ N is a, geodesic map}. 

Obviously u is not a geodesic map if and only if c(u) > 0. An alternative way is to 
introduce the following section J(u) on the bundle roo([it*(A2T*Ar) <g> A2En]*): 

(5.4) J(u)p(wi A W2)(vi A V2) = [u*(wi Aw2)](yi A ^2) 

where wi,W2 are one-form in T*, ^N, and Vi,V2 are vectors on En. It is easy to check 
that the union TZo(u)UTZi (u) are exactly the collection of points p such that J(u)p = 0. 
In fact J(u)p = 0 implies that for any wi,W2 G T*, -.N vectors u*Wi,u*W2 are linearly 
independent in. TpR

n = En, which is equivalent to say that any 2x2 submatrix of 
the differential Du at p with respect to some coordinate systems for Mn and TU^N 
is always degenerate. Thus it describes a point p in 7Zo(u) U TZi(u). 

The key step for the measure estimates of rank one sets is the following result. 
Compare with Lemma 2.5. 

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose u : Bi —> Ni is a smooth harmonic map, but not a geodesic 
map. Then there exists a finite collection of balls {Bri(#$)} with xi G TZo(u) and 
ri < 1/4 such that 

Hn-1 (Ki (u) n B1/2 \ UBri (xi)) < C, 

and 

Er?-1 < 1/2, 

where C is a positive constant depending only on the manifold N, the supnorm of Du 
in Bi and the reciprocal of c{u) or the reciprocal of supnorm of J(u) in Bi. 

Proof. We only give a sketch of the proof since it proceeds similar to that of 
Lemma 2.5. Note 1ZI(U) is not a closed subset of Bi. The union IZoiu) U TZi(u) is 
closed. By Theorem 1.1 we have 

Hn-1(no(u))=0. 

Then there exist at most countably many balls Bri{xi) with r* < 1/8 and xi G 7^o(^) 
such that 

(5.5) ^oMcUBr,.(xO 
i 

and 

We claim for any p G 1ZI(U) fl B3/4, there exist positive constants r = r(p,u) < 
1/8, 77 = rj{p,u), c = c(p,u) and positive integer d = d(p,u) such that if the smooth 
map v : Bi —> N satisfies 

(5.7) \u - v\cdiBAp)) < 7] 
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then 

(5.8) H71-1 {Kiiv) H Br{p)} < or71'1. 

To prove this we employ the Taylor expansion of u we derived in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. For p € Tli(u) H £3/4, by taking appropriate coordinate system {x1} in 
W1 and {ya} at u(p) in A/", the harmonic map u has the following Taylor expansion of 
u at 0 

ua(' + p) = Pa + Ra for a = 1, • • • , m, 

where Pi (a;) = 7x1 for some constant 7 ^ 0 and P2, • *' 5 ^m are homogeneous har- 
monic polynomials with degree d > 2, at least one of which is not identically zero. We 
assume P2 is not identically zero. Moreover by the argument in the proof of Theorem 
5.1, l^- is not an identically zero function for some i = 2, • • • , ra, say i = 2. Since ^2- 
is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d — 1, we may find an orthonormal 
basis {ei, • • • , en} in Mn such that 

(5.9) ^e"1 ("^—) ^S a n0Ilzer0 constant for any i = 1, • • • ,n. 

For any smooth map v : Bi -> JV close to w near p, the rank one set TZi (v) is 
contained in the zero set of the function 

The corresponding function for P is 

~ &P\ _ ^P1    (9P2      9P1    dP2 _    dP2 
- det( dx* )^'i=1'2> " fe1 ' dx*      dx* ' dx1 ~1dx2' 

Therefore there exist positive constants r — r(p,P) < 1/8 and 77 = r](p,P) such that 
if the smooth map v : Bi ^ N satisfies 

\P-v(p+')\cd(Br(0)) <V, 

then 

(5.10) Dfr1^ is never zero in Br{p) for any i — 1, • • • , n. 

By using 1-dimensional mean value theorem d— 1 times, we conclude that there cannot 
be more that d zeroes of v in any line parallel to e* for some i. Hence integral geometric 
formula implies 

Hn-i {0-1(0) nPr(p)} < cr72"1, 

where c is constant depending on p and P. By the inclusion 7£i(i>) C £_1(0), this 
proves (5.8) under the assumption (5.7). 

The rest of the proof proceeds exactly as in Lemma 2.5, with (2.3)-(2.6) replaced 
by (5.5)-(5.8).     □ 

By Lemma 5.2 we may derive Theorem C in the same way we prove Theorem A. 
We may also prove a similar result as Lemma 5.2 for minimizing harmonic maps and 
then prove Theorem D. We omit the details. 

As a final remark, we point out that the discussion of rank one sets can be 
extended to stationary harmonic maps. For stationary harmonic maps the singular 
sets have (n - 2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. So they have the lower dimension 
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compared with rank one sets. Hence the discussion is similar to that for the minimizing 
harmonic maps as long as the weak limits are not constant maps or geodesic maps. 
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